Atomic® EFI - the easiest way to quicker starts,
smoother idling and immediate throttle response
INTERNAL FUEL RAIL
Not only does the internal fuel rail present a sleek
appearance, it removes fitting connections where
leaks could develop. Also note that with a returnless
fuel system, you can bring the fuel line up from the
back or use the front fitting. That’s right, the Atomic
is compatible with returnless fuel systems!

MOUNT & BLADES
The Atomic throttle body bolts right in place of
a standard square bore carburetor and accepts
the same linkage as most carbs. The throttle
inlets are 1.75” diameter and ride in precision
roller bearings for smooth pedal transition.

POWER MODULE AND
HANDHELD PROGRAMMER

This compact device handles the high power systems such
as the electric fans and the fuel pump control. It simply plugs
into the throttle body via MSD’s CAN-Bus network with a single
connection. The power runs to the electric fuel pump and there are
two fan control wires allowing you to program what temperatures
to activate the fans. Eliminating the need for an external fan
controller.
Atomic’s handheld programmer gets the system set for
your particular engine in just a few easy clicks! This controller,
combined with the Self-Learning technology from the internal
ECU, eliminate the need for a laptop or user tuning. Simply push
the joystick left, right, up, and down to move through the options.
Within minutes the setup will be complete! Plus, the handheld will
act as a dash to display all that is happening in your new Atomic
FI system!

TIMING CONTROL
TPS

ECU &
SENSORS
Yes, the ECU is integral
to the throttle body!
This unique design reduces
wiring and keeps your EFI
installation easier than ever.
Better yet, several sensors such as
the TPS, MAP, IAT and fuel pressure
are all incorporated into the ECU. In
fact, the only sensors you need to connect
are the coolant temp and the 02.
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The Atomic’s TPS is unlike any
you have used before. It is an
automatic, self-calibrating,
non-contact sensor. That
means you don’t have to
worry about configuring it
during set up. Also, with
no contact, there is
nothing to wear out
or replace.

INJECTORS
Fuel delivery is provided by four precision
80-pound injectors. These injectors feature
a stainless steel ball and seat metering
method for maximum internal sealing. For
a secure mount the injectors are sealed
between the housing and the cast fuel rails.

The Atomic system does more than just fuel! When paired with
an ignition control, like the MSD 6A, the Atomic unit can take over
your vehicle’s timing advance. The handheld gives three simple
options to set the timing including the total, initial and rate of
advance. It’s like the springs and bushings on a distributor, but
with digital control.

Atomic Supports Nitrous and Boost!
That’s right, you can run nitrous with your Atomic Throttle Body!
Setting up the Atomic for use with your favorite power adder is
designed to be as simple as the initial programming. For nitrous fans, a
wet system (one that supplies its own fuel to compensate for nitrous)
must be incorporated. From the Atomic handheld monitor you’ll be able
to program a target air/fuel ratio that will be used when the nitrous
is activated. There is also a timing setting that will retard the timing
during nitrous activation as well.
For boosted applications, whether it be a blow through or draw
through, the menu settings are similar. The throttle body incorporates
a 2-bar MAP sensor and can manage up to 14-psi of boost. There is a
value for a target air/fuel ratio during boost on the Handheld Monitor
as well as a timing retard that is based off timing per pound of boost.
An important aspect of using power adders with the Atomic TBI is to
consider the fuel system as well as overall power levels. The injectors of
the throttle body can support up to about 625 horsepower on naturally
aspirated applications when used with the high horsepower fuel pump.
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